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Formation of ancient valleys of the river Nura 

This article discusses the features of the formation of the buried ancient valleys of the Nura River. Based on 
power analyzes loose particle size distribution were revealed deposits which are interconnected with modern 
Quaternary sediments. During the study of the formation of ancient valleys Nura River were studied erosive 
and accumulative processes affecting the morphology of genetic floodplain terraces of the area. The study 
identified that the Nura River Basin fully or partially use its valley Quaternary and Pliocene rivers, which 
have the same direction as the current channel Nura river in Central Kazakhstan. 
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Creation of modern picture of river valleys equally participate erosive and accumulative processes. The 
ratio of the latter varies considerably and depends on the common character of the surface and section of the 
river (intensification of erosion in the mountains and in the upper reaches of rivers, the growth of accumula-
tion in the lowland plains and in the lower reaches of rivers). The main reason is to classify river valleys to 
fluvial genetic row. 

V.V.Dokuchayev [1] the question of formation of river valleys decides as follows: «When normal natu-
ral life of the continents on them was always done and will be performed following the cases of the for-
mation of rivers: 

 wellhead elongation of the rivers on the one hand with the help of rain the river with another — uplift 
coast; 

 through the connection of the lakes: first, with the sea, secondly, with other lakes and thirdly, with the 
adjacent rivers; 

 through direct treatment of lakes in the river». 
River valleys there are as old as the continents crossing them. Over time changed the outlines of conti-

nents, ranged their height and hydration, respectively which were born and disappeared the river valley. 
Given the age and history of the river valley are divided into: 1) modern; 2) ancient; 3) great-valley; 

4) fossil valley [2]. Under the present valleys implies floodplain, bordered by the river wash away, the native 
slope and one or two lower terraces. Chronologically the development of modern valleys coincides with 
postreplication-Holocene time. In Central Kazakhstan the lower terraces of the modern valleys are composed 
of alluvial Sands [3]. 

Ancient valleys include the whole series of morphologically expressed terraces. Many rivers are fully or 
partly use their nijnecheljustny valley and Pliocene predecessors, flowed in the direction close to the modern 
one. These may be Great-Nura, Great-Sherubainura. Morphologically, great valley may not always be ex-
pressed on the ground, in some areas they are at the present watersheds. Age limits, great rivers are highly 
variable, but are close enough for large regions with similar features in the geological history. The fossil riv-
er valleys of different ages. From the geological point of view, they include and very old age valleys. Ac-
cording to V. I.Goretsky (1982), is morphologically on the ground they are not expressed. The key to cogni-
tion is the study of their fossil alluvium, lithology, facies, types. 

Among the sufficiently large number of classifications deserve special attention developed by 
I.S.Shchukin (1940) classification of the stages and cycles of development, and on the internal structure and 
topography. These classifications are morphological and genetic framework of the landscape of the valleys [4]. 

Detected buried river valleys in the plain, especially typical for platform areas. These ancient valleys 
are made by younger sediments and therefore, the process of their evolution, in the usual sense, finished 
completely. The topography of the river valley is expressed in the form of elongated depressions with gently 
sloping chain of lakes, dry logs. There is very often coincide in the direction of modern rivers with small de-
viations. Their structure is also the same as in modern valleys is the channel, floodplain, terrace, outcrops of 
the flow. 
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Buried valleys of Central Kazakhstan were first discovered in exploration drilling for water in 30-ies of 
XX century. The modern relief of this territory is the ultimate plain — as a result of prolonged failure of rock 
structures in conditions of continental denudation. It is known that with the end of the Paleozoic area in Cen-
tral Kazakhstan has consistently stayed in the continental phase of its development. Since the Paleozoic 
mountains were razed to the ground. Modern rivers are shallow, many dry lands in the upper reaches of the 
river dry up in summer (Nura, Ishim). Often they do not reach the main river, flow into a small lake, which is 
especially characteristic of the tributaries of the Irtysh. Their valleys are broad, flat, small depth of 5–10 m, 
width — up to 5–10 km away. All it says is that the rivers and valleys of this area are signs of decay, they are 
in a late stage of its development. 

Ancient buried valleys associated freshwater, placer deposits of minerals. According to 
S.S.Voskresensky (1968), if you add up the numerous descriptions of ancient buried valleys in Central Ka-
zakhstan, can be seen different by origin of education. On the one hand, as the ancient valley is considered to 
25–35 km lowering, with proluvial slope, lacustrine, and only to a small extent alluvial deposits. The power 
of unconsolidated sediments (up to roof folded Paleozoic basement) in the valleys of the uneven. In areas of 
elevations, dominated by proluvial-slope sediments, it is measured 4–10 m. 

Closer to the periphery of the Central uplift of Kazakhstan and close to Nur-Teniz basins and 
sarysuiskii power loose thickness increases to 100 and more meters. Among them, begin to dominate lacus-
trine, deltaic-fluvial and river deposits, and often at the base overlain by lacustrine siltstones and Sands of the 
Aral Suite. For example, in a granulometric composition of clays for the district Sherubainura according to 
Z. T.Levina [5] is dominated by clay particles (Table 1). 

Т a b l e  1  

Particle size distribution of clay 

Depth, m Clay particles, % Silt, % Sand particles, % 
43–46 73–67 20 Very little 
48–50 41–46 49–52,5 until 6 

62–62,5 24,0 48,5 27,5 
 

The structure of the ancient valleys of Central Kazakhstan are not enough studied yet. Their depth is up 
to 100 m, usually filled by three horizons of sediments. At the top are Quaternary sediments up to 70 m — 
loams, Sands and gravel-pebble material. Below is variegated gypsiferous clay are second horizon, dominat-
ed by red, yellow, greenish with a mixture of sand, gravel and pebbles with a capacity of up to 80 m. the 
third horizon, which lies on the Paleozoic base, represented by sand, pebbles, with a capacity of 3–20 m. In 
all horizons of sediments of buried valleys of the Central Kazakhstan are gravel and pebbles. This speaks to 
the complexity of the terrain, the presence of the mountains and very violent river flows. 

In the areas of distribution of the ancient valleys there is almost complete coincidence in their modern 
river network, also match the watersheds. The river retain the flow direction. Floodplain partially displaced 
with respect to the ancient pereplavleni performed by alluvium. But sometimes there are traces of a substan-
tial restructuring, confined to areas of permanent immersion and accumulation. 

River valleys of Central Kazakhstan is characterized by the presence of epigenetic plots, the occurrence of 
which is associated with the intensive cutting of rivers after performing the precipitation of the valleys to a con-
siderable height [2]. On denudation plains and low mountains characterized by epigenetic parts of the river val-
leys. In these areas of the valley are much reduced in flow patterns are observed in the outcrops. According to 
S.S.Voskresensky (1968), the ancient bed of the valleys are found some way away and separated from the 
modern valleys, rocky ridges. Length of epigenetic plots sometimes greater than 10 km, but usually less [4]. 

The study of ancient valleys of Central Kazakhstan, it can be concluded that the long-term integrity and 
heredity modern rivers is attributable to the following factors: 

 in the long process of denudation in the origins of the riverbed are never «destroyed» completely, be-
cause bed erosion rate is always greater than the planar denudation. This contributes to their preserva-
tion and inheritance of the rivers in the future; 

 the valleys are routes for transporting solid material that also promotes long-term conservation; 
 the preservation of ancient valleys and their associated inheritance that is very slow movement of the 

earth's crust, especially in platform areas compared with the speed of bed erosion. Therefore rivers 
apparently never lose their channels, their direction of flow, only a few being displaced in some cases 
and prisposoblenie to different structural elements of tectonics: the grabens, faults, resets, etc. 
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Thus, we can say that the modern platform of the river plains of Central Kazakhstan are almost always 
in the limits of the ancient valleys. They are associated with them their «roots», the watersheds, the General 
direction of flow, the structure, i.e. they are continuations or remnants of ancient rivers. Determining the age 
of ancient sediments encounters some objective difficulties because the valleys are rarely preserved any fos-
sils. Bone remains of animals in the river flow often fray and disappear completely. In Central Kazakhstan, a 
plurality of valleys, but in any case not found paleontological remains. So their age is determined conven-
tionally, various authors in different ways. N.G.Cassine (1936) attributed them to the Jurassic, G.T.Medoev 
(1956) and A.S.Sarsekov (1958) [3] considered Pliocene, Z.A.Svarichevskaya (1965) stretches their age 
from the Cretaceous to the Quaternary period [5], etc. In the future, based on the analysis of the fauna of 
ostracods, Z.T.Levina (1953) [6] classifies them by the Pliocene. Thus the age of buried valleys, there is 
conventionally in the range of million to 60 million years. 

For the first half of the upper Pleistocene accounts for the last alteration of the hydrographic network of 
Central Kazakhstan. At this time, ceased to exist some valleys (for example, Karasor-Early-Windom and 
Sherubainura-Cap-Esen) and in their place was formed of the river North-South direction, radiating from the 
centers of maximum uplift. The age of the valleys of the studied region coincides with the age of the rocks 
composing them. Valleys are generally developed slightly earlier than filling their precipitation, which can 
be repeatedly accumulated and eroded again. Even if not blurred, the development of the valleys themselves 
occurs earlier in a cycle of erosion than the sediments, that too will take time. This equally applies to any 
valleys, as ancient and modern. This is especially important for Central Kazakhstan, as the region for a very 
long time was under peneplanation. Rainfall valleys in the lower part are often coarse-grained, which is as-
sociated in some way with mountainous terrain. Buried valleys of Central Kazakhstan were incorporated in 
late Paleozoic time in the Mesozoic era of alignment, a small uplift in parts of this area did not violate the 
plan of the river network. Valleys can be filled up, then eroded and filled up again, because since the incep-
tion of these valleys more than 300 million years. The watershed still has never changed its location in con-
nection with a modern network is almost identical with the ancient. The researchers note that the elevation of 
the Central Kazakhstan together with the topography of the valleys is undergoing late stage development, 
and the mountains of the South-Eastern part of Kazakhstan and Central Asia, young — era of neotectonics. 

Essential composition composing the rocks. In the buried valleys of the Central Kazakhstan are usually 
fine-grained, variegated clay and red clay of weathering crust. It — sediments of lowland rivers, which have 
been accumulated slowly and for a long time with a weak stream of water. If peneplanation took place, and 
the relief took place here hundreds of millions of years, it is obvious that there will be mostly clayey sedi-
ments. Even if was coarse-grained material, it for a long time was destroyed, being exposed to chemical deg-
radation, which contributed to the accumulation of multi-colored clays. The ancient alluvium R.Great-
Sherubainura known from the works of V.A.Kurdyukov (1957), Z.T.Levina (1955), A.S.Sarsekov [7] and 
other researchers. According to Yu.S.Malinovshi (1960), the basal gravels found throughout the valley of the 
Great-Sherubainura. 

Compared to the same ancient alluvium Nura river, the basal gravels Sherubainura are more rude staff. 
The sand thickness varies from 20 to 35 m. the target Gurtskoj dam the power of the ancient alluvium is 23 
m Below capacity grows to 28 m. The bandwidth of the Sands of the hills Karamuryn is 1750 m, near the 
hills of Sherubay — 3400 m, Gurtskoj below the dam is 2 km away. the Sole of them is located at a depth of 
about 80m below the present surface of the river bed Sherubainura. Accordingly, the direction of ancient val-
ley band departs from the basal Sands of the valley of Sherubainura modern West [4]. There they perform 
the so-called «valley Jons», first described by V.A.Kurdyukov (1957). The incision of the basal strata is as 
follows (Table 2). 

Т а b l e  2  

Basal composition shingle «John» Valley 

Power breeds, m Description 
In the interval 61,8–66,4 m Sand Gravel gray quartz with inclusion of crop residues. Gray coarse-grained 

sand with layers of yellow and greenish-gray clay sand. Power 4,6 m. 
In the interval 66,4–80 m 
 

Sand greenish-gray, interbedded with coarse-grained gray gravelly sand. There 
are subtle streaks of organic matter. Power 9 m. 
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Thus, the study of the ancient valleys Nura river and Sherubainura lets say that the ancient valley study 
area made by younger sediments (mostly valleys buried under fluvial-alluvial sediments). Some noticeable 
connection between the ancient valleys with relief and structural elements of the area. The presence of an-
cient rocks and the highest point in the origins of rivers indicates that the origins of ancient rivers also was at 
the same places where the modern start of the river. The bottoms of ancient valleys are broad and flat and the 
cutting depth of about 100 m and is made of meso-Cenozoic sediments. 
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Ж.Хустьи, Г.М.Жанғожина 

Нұра өзеніндегі ежелгі аңғарлардың қалыптасуы 

Мақалада Нұра өзеніндегі ежелгі көмілген аңғарлардың қалыптасу жəне түзілу ерекшеліктері 
қарастырылды. Шөгінділердің гранунолометриялық құрамын талдау негізінде қазіргі кездегі төрттік 
шөгінділермен тығыз байланыста болатын борпылдақ жыныстардың қалыңдығы анықталды. Нұра 
өзеніндегі ежелгі аңғарлардың қалыптасуын зерделеу кезінде осы аумақтағы генетикалық терраса 
үстіндегі морфологиясына əсер ететін эрозиялық жəне аккумулятивтік процестер зерттелді. Зерттеу 
нəтижесінде Нұра өзені алабындағы өзендердің өзінің төменгі төрттік жəне плиоцендік өзендердің 
арналарын қолдананып, Орталық Қазақстандағы қазіргі кездегі өзендердің көбі ежелгі өзендер 
бағытымен ағатыны анықталды. 

 

Ж.Хустьи, Г.М.Жангожина 

Формирование древних долин реки Нура 

В статье рассмотрены особенности формирования древних погребенных долин реки Нура. На основе 
анализа гранулометрического состава отложений были выявлены мощности рыхлой частицы, которые 
взаимосвязаны с современными четвертичными отложениями. В ходе изучения формирования древ-
них долин реки Нура были изучены эрозионные и аккумулятивные процессы, влияющие на морфоло-
гию генетических надпойменных террас данной территории. В результате исследования были опреде-
лены, что реки бассейна Нура полностью или частично используют долины своих нижнечетвертич-
ных и плиоценовых рек, которые имеют такие же направления, как современные русла реки Нура в 
Центральном Казахстане. 
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